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INTRODUCTION

When it was discovered that, string theories are inconsistent except
when they are formulated in spacetimes of either 26 or 10 dimensions, a
new reason for investigating dynamical geometry was born1. Op to this
point the general theory of relativity had stood in isolation. The
gravitational force, based as it was in the geometry of spacetime, seemed
different from the other "fundamental" forces. It is true that, among the
proposals for unification, there was an early suggestion by Kaluza- that
spacetime should be viewed as a 5'dimensional cylinder in order to put
electromagnetism on the same geometrical footing as gravitation.
Interesting as it was, this idea was somewhat premature in that many
fundamental forces had yet to be discovered. This may yet be the case. If
electromagnetism is to be explained by such a mechanism then the distance
scales (e.g.the cylinder's radius) must be smaller by many orders than what
is experimentally resolvable. This means that the most novel and
distinctive qualities of the 5-dimensional geometry, the most characteristic
predictions of the theory, cannot be tested. For this reason, the Kaluza-
Klein theories have remained for many years a curiosity, and Einstein's
theory of gravitation maintains its isolation.

In its original form as a theory of hadrons, the string theory's scale
parameter, a', uas assigned the appropriate size, •*.( I0" 1 3cm) 2. When the problan with
dimensions emerged, this scale was boldly reduced to the gravitational scale
>v<<10"33cm)2. The reasons for this drastic change are both elegant and
convincing3. Firstly, it was known that among the states of the free, closed
bosonic string there is a massless tensor. Insofar as they were known the
couplings of this tensor to other string states seemed to be governed by a
gauge principle, they mimicked the couplings of Einstein's graviton. It
therefore seemed possible that general relativity - at least in 26
dimensions - could be incorporated in string theory. The price for this,
reducing the scale by 20 orders and foregoing the hadronic interpretation,
was compensated by the possibility of "spontaneous compactification"^.
This phenomenon is central to Kaluza-Klein theory and is the main concern in
what follows.

In general relativity theory the geometry of spacetime is dynamical in
the sense that its metrical properties are determined by solving equations
of motion with appropriate boundary conditions. In particular, the
geometry of empty space is determined in this uay. The simplest vacuum
solution of Einstein's equations is the flat Minkowskian geometry. This
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solution, whose symmetry is described by the Poincare group, is certainly
stable. It is not the only vacuum solution however. Perhaps the simplest
alternative is Kaluza's model which is also flat but with a modified
topology. Although classically stable this vacuum may decay spontaneously
by a kind of tunneling process. More elaborate vacuum geometries are easy
to envisage. Some can be shown to be stable.

One of the main weaknesses in the Kaluza-Klein picture has been the
objectionably large degree of arbitrariness in its dynamics. In the early
days the basic theory was taken to be pure gravity, described by the
Einstein-Hilbert action, perhaps with the addition of a cosmological term,
in more than four dimensions. The aim was to set up a vacuum solution
with the structure M^ x BK where M4 is 4-dinensional Minkowski
spacetime and BK is a K-dimensional compact manifold. The size of BK

was to be on the order of the Planck length, 10'33cm. It would thus be
too small to be resolved by probes of energy <10l^GeV, and its only
influence in the low energy world of observed phenomena would be through
its symmetries. The geometrical symmetries of B^ would govern the gauge
interactions of particle physics. The prototype of this was Kaluza's
derivation of Maxwell theory by taking the compact space to be a circle.
Here recently, in order to generate compact manifolds uith non-vanishing
Eicci curvature5 and in order to generate chiral symmetries6, it has been
necessary to depart from the purity of the original idea by including
non-gravitational components such as vectors and scalars in the supposedly
fundamental theory. The programme then becomes very arbitrary.

It was hoped that by requiring supersymmetry, most of the arbitrariness
could bo lifted. The candidate models were supergravity theories in 10
and 11 dimensions. Of these, the D = 11, N = 1 theory is yet unable
to generate chiral gauge interactions in 4-dimensional spacetime; the
D = L0, N = L theory though chiral suffers from anomalies and the D = 10,
N = 2 (chiral.) theory has yet to yield any realistic vacuum solutions.

Another fundamental weakness of Kaluza-Klein theories is that, like
general relativity in 4 dimensions, they are not renoimalizable. They
make sense at the classical level but their radiative corrections are out
of contro1.

It may well turn out that all these difficulties are resolved by the
10-dimensional, superstring theories. If one of these turns out to be a
consistent and finite theory then the vacuum problem will become well
defined. If the compactification scale of the 10-dimensional vacuum
geometry is significantly larger than the string size parameter then it
should be possible Lo determine this geometry by first extracting a
lO-dimcnsional effective field theory of the massless string states and
then treating it as a Kaluza-Klein problem. On the other hand, if the scales
are comparabLo then the problem is basically quantum mechanical and the
Kaluza-Klein mechanism would not be suitable.

VACUUM CONFIGURATIONS

Until recently Kaluza-Klein theory has been understood to mean general
relativity in spacetimes of D > A dimensions. The equations of motion
are to be obtained from an Einstein-Hilbert action, perhaps supplemented1

by a cosmological term and various matter terms

s = - (1)

This action would be lixed a priori and the resulting dynamics explored.
Now we expect the action functional to be determined by the underlying
string theory: it is to represent the field theory limit of the string.
The metric tensor and Yang-Mills potentials, etc., are associated with
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massless string states. The terms shown in (1) are of course only the
leading terms in an infinite series (terms up to tourth order in the Kiemann
tensor are now available7). Truncation of the series is justified if the
dimensionless quantities a'R, a'F, ... are small.

The vacuum configuration is determined by solving the effective
equations of motion,

rh •••}

is (2)

subject to suitable boundary conditions. In particular, invariance with
respect to the 4-dimensional Poincare' group, perhaps extended to N = 1
supersyiranetry, is usually required.

There can be more than one candidate vacuum solution. For example,
D-dimensional Minkowski space, HD, would be a solution if X = 0. This
solution is indeed a stable one as demonstrated by Witten8. Another solution
would be M4 x B D~ 4 where B0"4 is a compact Eicci flat space (e.g. K3 in
the case D "= 8 or one of the Calabi-Yau manifolds for D = 10) y.

If the vector fields take up a non-vanishing vacuum configuration then
they will contribute to the vacuum stress. The components of TH(J will be
non-vanishing in the internal directions (tangent space of BD~^) and will
therefore generate corresponding components in the Hicci tensor. For
internal spaces like S n or CPn, which are not Ricci flat, it is essential
to have some participation from non-gravitational fields. The simplest
example of this occurs in the 6-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell system5 where
the vacuum configuration Is the product M̂ 1 x S 2 with the Maxwell field
taking the form of a magnetic monopole on S^. The vector potential of the
magnetic monopole happens to be proportional to the spin-connection on S^.
This solution Is the first and simplest example of what is now referred to
as "embedding the spin connection in the gauge group".

Another possibility is for scalar fields to take up a non-trivial
vacuum configuration on the internal manifold. Examples have been given
where an internal S^ maps with non-trivial homotopy into the set of
scalars. Such configurations can be shown to be stable.

To Illustrate these mechanisms consider the 6-dimensional system
comprising in addition to the gravitational field, g ™ a U(l) gauge
field, AM and a pair of real scalars *u. The action is1''

l w M N
• * + k

The scalar fields
with metric

MN

huv(<>).

" 2 8MNR

are regarded as coordinates on the unit 2-sphere
The equations of motion are

2

MN

1 , , ,— MN.
— 3H (<̂ B S V

ru v, A MN

where the energy momentum tensor is given by
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The vacuum configuration is described by partitioning the coordinates
ZM _ (xi>, yVJ), m = 0, 1, 2, 3 and u = 4, 5 where xm parametrizes
Minkouski spacetime and V h

H,

the internal 2-sphere,

o(y)dy
M (6 )

where hMU is the metric contained in (3). In effect we are identifying
the internal Sl uith the scalar field configuration,

= yu

In polar coordinates th i s would read

in2ehMV(y)dyMdyv = dB2 + sin2edy=2 •

In the same coordinates the gauge field configuration is given by

<AM>dzM = <Ai(y)>dy|J

(7)

( B )

~ (cosS ( 9 )

where n i s an in teger and e i s the 11(1) coupling parameter. (The U(l)
coupling does not appear e x p l i c i t l y in (3) merely because w« have
introduced only U(l) neut ra l f i e l d s . )

On subs t i t u t i ng t h i s ansatz i n t o the equat ions at motion (4) one
finds a p a i r of a lgeb ra i c cond i t ions ,

(10a)

0 =
o 2 4
8e a

(10b)

solved for a and A. The radius a of the internalwhich are to
2-sphere is thereby fixed, along with the 6-dimensional "cosmological"
parameter. A, Ln terms of n, e^, t2 aruj t jy^s fixing of A is a kind
of fine t-uning which adjusts the 4-dimensional vacuum curvature to zero.
I t represents one of the unrealistic features of these models*. There are
two .solutions, if n^ ^ ^e t / ^ .

2 2 - / i , 2 (Ha)

A =

Both are stable 10

(lib)

* This fine tuning of the D-dimensional cosmological parameter in order to
flatten the 4-dimensional vacuum can work at the classical level. When
quantum fiffeuts arc allowed for, however, i t can be troublesome and mav
give rise to semiclassical instabil i ty. I t has been argued by Frieman
and Kolb-lJ. that these configurations can tunnel to a de Sit ter geometry
where al l D - I spatial dimensions expand exponentially.

There are of course two distinct mechanisms operating here. It is
possible to consider the purely spin-connection induced compactification
(t - ») or the scalar induced (n = 0). In the former case the vacuum
symmetry includes a local S0(3) corresponding to x-dependent rotations
of the internal 2-sphere. In the latter case this symmetry is only global
(x-independent).

MODE EXPANSIONS AND STABILITY

We do not yet have general criteria for determining stable ground
states in general relativity. We have some partial results concerning
particular cases. In particular, the positive energy theorem has been used
by Witten to argue that Hinkowski spacetime is stable in any number of
dimensions8. In the case of supergravity the ground state is necessarily
stable if it is supersymmetric. Examples of ground states which are stable
against weak perturbations have been constructed^.

Stability against weak perturbations is not sufficient to guarantee
quantum stability. Indeed, the 5-dimensional Kaluza cylinder has tifS"
tested by Witten and found to be liable to spontaneously form holes1 -
This result is qualified by the observation that the laws of nature may
not permit changes of topology- It seems to bs true at the classical level
that topologically non-trivial ground states are stable, but we do not yet
know whether this offers protection against tunneling instabilities.

To test a vacuum solution for classical stability it would be
sufficient to construct an energy functional, bilinear in the fluctuation
fields, and demonstrate its posltivity. This functional generally will
contain mass operators, expressed as second order differential operators
on the internal manifold, whose spectra must be examined. This can be a
difficult problem because the mass operator nay couple several distinct
fluctuation fields and hence not be manifestly posiive. However, if the
internal manifold is compact then we know that the spectrum is discrete.
If it is a homogeneous space as well then we can use algebraic methods to
obtain the spectrum. This has been carried out for S n and CPn.

With the vacuum configuration M^ x B^ it is natural to choose
coordinates <xn, yV) with xm and yW labelling the points of W* and
B", respectively. The fluctuation fields $(x,y) can then be expanded in
a set of modes,

•n(x) Yn(y) (12)

where the functions Yn(y) are orthonormal and complete. The coefficients
<frn(x), of which there are an infinite number, are dynamical fields which
describe the fluctuations from a A-dimensional viewpoint. If the internal
space has some symmetry then the Yn and corresponding $ n will be
classified in representations of this symmetry. In particular if B^ is
a quotient space, G/H, then the sum in (12) will run over a selection of
the unitary irreducible representations of the symnetry group G and the
Yn will be drawn from the corresponding unitary matrices. To go further
with the quotient spaces we must introduce some more specific notation14.

Let G be a compact Lie group with generators, Qg, a = 1,2... dim G.
From among the QjJ let there be singled out a subset Q^ which spans theg jJ $
Lie algebra of H, a subgroup of G. The remainder Qa, a = 1,2,..
span the K-dimensional tangent space of G/H. We shall assume that
reductive,

but not necessarily symmetric,

K will
K is

(13a)
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(For a symmetric space we would have c
algebra we have a

V V = cag\-

( 1 3 b )

0.) To complete the Lie

To represent a set of functions *i(x,y) belonging to an irreducible
representation, O, of the stability group H, the complete set consists
of natrix elements of all those irreducible representations of G h i h
contain S) when reduced under H. One can write

G which

•q y
(19)

1-1

I

^To parametrize the space of left cosets, G/H, it is helpful to define
"boosts" Ly which are elements of G. For example one might choose

Ly = exp(y™Qa). The. action of G on the space G/H is then defined by
the

Ly = a n d

This equation can be solved unambiguously for the transformed coordinates,
(gy)", and h as functions of y and g. Of particular interest is the
1-form Ly~l d Ly which necessarily belongs to the algebra of G,

e3(y)Q- (15)

The forms e (y) define a basis for the tangent space of G/H. The forms
ea(y) provide a spin-connection. The corresponding curvaLure and torsion
2-forms are given by

R = -

T,1 l (16)

In particular, if G/H is symmetric then e° is torsionLess. If G/H
is noL symmetric it is still possible to define a torsionle.ss connection,

which takes Lts values in the algebra of SO(K), uag - -"«a-
a piece which lies outside the image of H in SO(K). The
H i h

(17)

It contains
_ . . _- embedding of

H in the tangent space group, SO(K), is described by the structure
constants cayp • {As can be seen from (3.2a) these constants characterize
the H-content nf the tangent space K-vertor, Qa.)

In many cases of interest the 4+K-dimensional gravitational field is
roLipled to a gauge field. The gauge fields, associated with a group U,
may acquire non-vanishing but G-invariant values on G/H. This can happen
whenever it. is possible to map H into U. Let q̂- denute the image of
Qy in the Lie algebra of U. Then the gauge potential 1-form

A = j o V (18a)

where Dn(g) is a unitary matrix of dimension dfl representing g£ G.
d d f h b t l t L The rows and

D(g y fl

These matrices are needed for the boost elements g Ly.
ly

g
y The rows and

columns of Dn are labelled by i and q, respectively. All values of
the column label must be included in the summation but the row label is not
summed, it corresponds to the representation D^jCh) (of dimension dj>) to
which ifj belongs. The expansion (19) can be inverted to give

(20)

where Vr denotes the volume of G/H and the invariant measure is

A useful property of the functions Dn(Ly ) is their simple response
to covariant differentiation. With the connection ea(y), the covariant
derivative of Ly is defined by

VL~L = dL"1 + e^-L" 1

y y <J y

on using (15). It follows that the covariant derivative of t) (L J) is
given by the matrix elements of Q a in the representation
operations on G/H are reduced to algebraic manipulations.

Differential

In cases where the vacuuju configuration is a quotient space G/H,
perhaps with G-invariant vectors and scalars, the invariance can be
exploited to reduce the fluctuation bilinears into distinct sectors where
the stability is easily tested.

STABLE AND UNSTABLE COMPACTIFICATIONS

We consider the compactification of Einstein-Yang-Hills systems in
D = 4+K dimensions. It can be shown that if K = >t and an SU(2) instanton
is embedded in the gauge group, U, we can obtain a stable M̂ 1 x S 4 vacuum
geometry-^. It will also be shown that the geometry W1 x BK, obtained
when the spin connection of
test1 "

is embedded in U, fails the stability

its associated field strength 2-form

l a p
zrr e A e (18b)

can be shown to satisfy the Yang-Mills equations15. Moreover, the 2-form
V is invariant under left translations of G/H associated with gauge
transformations corresponding to the embedding of H in U.

For mode expansions on a quotient space G/H, it is natural to use the
matrices of the unitary representations of G. These provide a complete set
for representing functions on G. Appropriate subsets are complete on G/H.

The Einstein-Yang-Mills action is given by

I_ R + 1

where * and \ are constants.
reduce for M4 x BK to

(21)

The field equations derived from (21)
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J
KAB

f
BC

0 = I- R + I f2 + A
2 «

(22)

where the indices A, B,... refer to an orthonormal basis on H 4

To test for stability introduce the fluctuation h^N and V^ by

gMN H "* M + V M (23)

We substitute (23) into (21) and retain only the bilinears. To
simplify the resulting expression it is advantageous to use the light cone
gauge conditions,

0 (24)

In this gauge the components hM+ and V+ are auxiliary fields and can
be eliminated. The remaining components are governed by

£2 - I h. .(a
2 . + i v. I h.aO

2
 + v

2)h.a

77 R oh .h . -I nh ai ai ufi - vJ. f V 3

(25)

"here ?a contains both the Yang-Mi Us and the Kiemannian background
connections on B .̂ The components Vj, i = 1,2 and Va, a = 3,4, . . . ,D
refer to transverse direct ions in M/4 and B^, respectively. Likewise
tor h j j , h j a and h a R . Both hj j and hap are traceless, h j t = h a a = 0.
Thus, hjj i s a field of he l ic i ty ' t2 and contains the graviton (V2 = 0) and
i t s massive relat ives (V2 < 0 ) . Tim fields h l a and Vt have hel ici ty
±1. They include Yang-Hills components corresponding both to unbroken
par ts of U and to symmetries of the vacuum configuration. The remaining
f ie lds , h, hap and Va have hel ic i ty 0. The mixing of these components,
governed by the vacuum fields Rag^5 and in§, can be quite complicated
and i t is here that i n s t a b i l i t i e s usually a r i s e . (The nixing problem is to
a certain extent reduced by observing that each massive hel ic i ty +2 s ta te
must match he l ic i ty ±1 and 0 s t a t e s , and each remaining he l ic i ty ±1
massive s ta te must have a he l ic i ty 0 partner. This is guaranteed by the
PoincartT invariance of the vacuum configuration.)

By embedding the spin connection of
mak̂  the ident i f icat ion

in the gauge group, SO(K) •+ U,

pi _ 1_ „
fap 2g

and the equations (22) reduce to

(26)
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A =

They are solved by Einstein spaces, R<x| = -AAap with positive A.
then a matter of detailed computation*5 to show that if the adjoint
representation of U contains a vector when decomposed relative to
then that vector, which must be included among the fluctuations, va,
will contain a tachyon. This is because the components Vg will contain
a singlet V§ i- 6f| Vĵ  relative to the combined gauge and tangent space
action of SO{K), and the equation of motion for Vj is

It is

SO(K),

(32 + V2 + A) 0

where V is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on BK. Since B is assumed
compact, there is always a zero mode of V2. With A > 0 this yields a
tachyon. (It should be remarked that the Ricci flat manifolds like K3 or
Calabi-Yau' are not available in the models (21) unless F = 0.;

Although it has been possible to demonstrate the classical stability
(or lack of it) of particular vacuum configurations by exploiting the
isometries, none of these examples has phenomenological relevance. They are
artificial constructions. However, now that we have a potentially realistic
fundamental theory of heterotic strings, the arbitrary and artificial
features of previously considered Kaluza-Klein theories may be got rid of.
It should now be feasible to set up an effective local field theory in
10-dimensional spacetime to represent the low energy physics. This
effective theory should be generally covariant, gauge invariant,
supersymmetric, chiral and anomaly free, etc. The stable vacuum
configurations of this theory should be interesting-
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